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ABSTRACT

Text on the web has become a valuable source for mining and analyzing user opinions on any topic. 
Non-native English speakers heavily support the growing use of Network media especially in Chinese. 
Many sentiment analysis studies have shown that a polarity lexicon can effectively improve the classifica-
tion consequences. Social media, where users spontaneously generated content have become important 
materials for tracking people’s opinions and sentiments. Meanwhile, the mathematical models of fuzzy 
semantics have provided a formal explanation for the fuzzy nature of human language processing. This 
paper investigated the limitations of traditional sentiment analysis approaches and proposed an effec-
tive Chinese sentiment analysis approach based on emotion degree lexicon. Inspired by various social 
cognitive theories, basic emotion value lexicon and social evidence lexicon were combined to improve 
sentiment analysis consequences. By using the composite lexicon and fuzzy semantic model, this new 
sentiment analysis approach obtains significant improvement in Chinese text.

INTRODUCTION

Text sentiment analysis technology has been applied to many fields. For example, Pulse, a business intel-
ligence system developed by Microsoft can extract the user view from comment text by using the text 
clustering technology. Opinion Observer system can comment on the subjective content from customer 
reviews on the Internet, and extract product features and consumers reviews. Many current sentiment 
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analysis approaches are mainly focus on emotion tendency analysis. Texts are usually classified into 
three categories: positive text, negative text and neutral text. The technology of text sentiment analysis 
generally consists of subjective classification, emotion polarity, semantic orientation, opinion mining, 
opinion extraction, emotion analysis and emotion summarization.

Text sentiment analysis is applied to find user reviews and emotion polarity from text. User reviews 
can help users make decisions or get the product feedback. It can also make prediction for political elec-
tions and some other major events. Otherwise, the technology of sentiment analysis also contributes 
to the research of other natural language processing fields. In sentiment analysis fields, there are two 
widely used approaches: combining rules with emotional dictionary and machine learning technology. 
In combining rules technology, texts are classified by using positive emotional words and negative 
emotional words. Machine learning often uses Naive Bayes, Max Entropy or Support Vector Machine 
to classify texts. Most sentiment analysis researches are concentrating on English texts. Recent studies 
have shown that non-native English speakers heavily support the growing use of Network media. And, 
Chinese text is growing fast at Internet in recent years. But there does not exist an effective approach in 
Chinese text sentiment analysis.

Fuzzy semantics comprehension plays a crucial role in thinking, perception and problem solving. 
The fuzzy nature of linguistic semantics stems from inherent semantic ambiguity, context variability, 
and individual perceptions. Almost all problems in natural language processing and semantic analyses 
are constrained by these fundamental issues. The mathematical structure of fuzzy concepts and fuzzy 
semantics enables cognitive machines and fuzzy systems to mimic the human fuzzy inference mechanisms 
in cognitive linguistics, fuzzy systems, cognitive computing, and computational intelligence. Yingxu W 
demonstrated that fuzzy semantic comprehension is a deductive process, where complex fuzzy semantics 
can be formally expressed by algebraic operations on elementary ones with fuzzy modifiers.

Natural language processing research, in fact, primarily depends on the availability of resources like 
lexicons and corpora. These utilities are still very limited for Chinese text sentiment analysis. Cambria 
E, et al. developed a Chinese common and common sense knowledge for sentiment analysis by blend-
ing the largest existing taxonomy of English common knowledge. By using machine translation tech-
niques, they can effectively translate its content into Chinese. However, English grammar is different 
from Chinese. Chinese grammar is enormous, so the approach proposed by Cambria E can’t effectively 
classify Chinese text. The polarity of the sentiment words which are not in lexicon cannot be calculated 
and classified effectively by lexicon-based classifiers. Miao Y proposed the EM-SO algorithm based on 
expectation maximization model for constructing and updating sentiment lexicon. Experiments showed 
that the EM-SO algorithm and designed components outperform SO-CAL for the calculation perfor-
mance of the polarity and strength of sentiment words on review sets. Another model called Chinese 
sentiment expression model has been proposed by Liang Y. It can effectively improve the accuracy of 
emotion classification.

Emotion degree lexicon composes of emotional word and corresponding metric value. Each word of 
the lexicon works as a basic semantic unit of linguistics. Present emotion degree lexicon usually derived 
from artificial marking which is hard to extensible and low reliability. Social cognition theories provide 
a strong theoretical basis to construct an emotion lexicon.
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